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            Abstract
Understanding the significance of genetic variants in the noncoding genome is emerging as the next challenge in human genomics. We used the power of 11,257 whole-genome sequences and 16,384 heptamers (7-nt motifs) to build a map of sequence constraint for the human species. This build differed substantially from traditional maps of interspecies conservation and identified regulatory elements among the most constrained regions of the genome. Using new Hi-C experimental data, we describe a strong pattern of coordination over 2â€‰Mb where the most constrained regulatory elements associate with the most essential genes. Constrained regions of the noncoding genome are up to 52-fold enriched for known pathogenic variants as compared to unconstrained regions (21-fold when compared to the genome average). ThisÂ map of sequence constraint across thousands of individuals is an asset to help interpret noncoding elements in the human genome, prioritize variants and reconsider gene units at a larger scale.
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                    Fig. 1: k-mer structure of the genome and composition of the constrained human genome.[image: ]


Fig. 2: Coordinated constraint of genes and cis or distal regulatory elements.[image: ]


Fig. 3: Distribution of pathogenic variants across the genome.[image: ]


Fig. 4: Performance and complementarity of CDTS and other metrics for noncoding variants.[image: ]
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Integrated supplementary information

Supplementary Figure 1 Genetic ancestry of the study population.
a, Number of genomes sharing each ancestry. b, Principal-component analysis (PCA) of the study population. PCA was performed using PLINK (1.9) on 162,997 ancestry-informative markers. Genomes are colored based on their major ancestries. EUR, European; AFR, African; EAS, East Asian; CSA, Central South Asian; ARM, Native American; ADMIX, admixed population group.


Supplementary Figure 2 Heptamer metrics in the human genome.
a, Cumulative distribution function of the total number of occurrence of each heptamer in the genome. Each dot (nâ€‰=â€‰16,384) represents a heptamer. b, Cumulative distribution function of the autosomal count scores. The count score represents the fraction of the middle nucleotide in a heptameric sequence that varies. Every circle (nâ€‰=â€‰16,384) represents a heptameric sequence. The size of the circles is proportional to the number of occurrences of the heptamer in the genome (plotted in a). c, Cumulative distribution function of the autosomal frequency scores. The frequency score represents the fraction of SNV at the middle nucleotide in a heptamer that varies with an allelic frequency >0.0001. Every circle (nâ€‰=â€‰16,384) represents a heptameric sequence. The size of the circles is proportional to the number of occurrences of the heptamer in the genome (plotted in a). d, Cumulative distribution function of the autosomal tolerance scores. The tolerance score represents the probability of the middle nucleotide in a heptamer varying with an AF >0.0001. Every circle (nâ€‰=â€‰16,384) represents a heptameric sequence. The size of the circles is proportional to the number of occurrences of the heptamer in the genome (plotted in a). e, Comparison of tolerance score separately computed on autosomes versus chromosome X. Each dot (nâ€‰=â€‰16,384) represents a heptamer. The r2 represents the fraction of the variation explained by a linear regression model. The dashed line represents xâ€‰=â€‰y. AF, allelic frequency; SNV, single-nucleotide variant.


Supplementary Figure 3 Distribution of genomic elements within the CDTS spectrum.
a, The bar plot displays the cumulative territory fraction covered by each element family at different percentiles (1 to 100). â€œOthersâ€� refers to ENCODE element families that did not cover a substantial part of the genome individually (such as transcription factor binding sites; Methods). The elements appear in the same order as in the legend. b, Size-normalized distribution of super-enhancer annotation. The relative enrichment of the fraction of enhancer bins overlapping with super-enhancer annotation is calculated with regard to the 100th percentile. Super-enhancers were subcategorized depending on the number of cell types in which they were annotated, represented by the lines of multiple shades of gray. c, The bar plot displays the distribution of the total number of nucleotides within the percentile slices for each element family. TheÂ boxes within a bar indicate the fraction of elements in each percentile slice (e.g., 23% of the promoters are within the 1st percentile). The element families are ordered on the x axis by the fraction of elements within the 1st-percentile slice. The coloring of the boxes is in the same order as in the legend. CDS, coding sequence; ncRNA, noncoding RNA; Prom., promoter; FC, fold change; CDTS, context-dependent tolerance score.


Supplementary Figure 4 Distribution of chromosomes within the CDTS spectrum.
a, The bar plot displays the cumulative territory fraction covered by autosomes and chromosome X throughout the CDTS spectrum for unrelated individuals in the study (nâ€‰=â€‰7,794). b, The bar plot displays the cumulative territory fraction covered by each chromosome throughout the CDTS spectrum for unrelated individuals in the study. c, The bar plot displays the cumulative territory fraction covered by autosomes and chromosome X throughout the CDTS spectrum for all individuals in the study (nâ€‰=â€‰11,257). d, The bar plot displays the cumulative territory fraction covered by each chromosome throughout the CDTS spectrum for all individuals. e, The bar plot displays the cumulative territory fraction covered by autosomes and chromosome X throughout the CDTS spectrum for unrelated individuals (merged from this study and the gnomAD Consortium; nâ€‰=â€‰23,290). f, The bar plot displays the cumulative territory fraction covered by each chromosome throughout the CDTS spectrum for unrelated individuals merged from this study and the gnomAD Consortium. The coloring of the boxes is in the same order as in the legend. The difference in chromosome X distribution for the smaller population reflects the lack of power to discriminate variation at the allelic frequency threshold used. The distribution of chromosome X in â€œall individualsâ€� and â€œunrelated individuals (merged from this study and gnomAD Consortiumâ€� is very similar and indicates that the distribution stabilizes after reaching a sufficient number of chromosome X alleles. The autosome distribution is not subject to the same noise in the smaller study population, as both males and females provide two allele counts each. CDTS, context-dependent tolerance score; HLI, Human Longevity, Inc.,; gnomAD, genome aggregation database (http://gnomad.broadinstitute.org/).


Supplementary Figure 5 Robustness of the approach with different study populations.
The bar plots display the cumulative territory fraction covered by each element family in the different percentile slices (indicated on the x axis). The percentiles are based on the rank of CDTS values. The similarity in distributions indicates that the CDTS metric is robust to downsampling or different population. â€œOthersâ€� refers to ENCODE element families that did not cover a substantial part of the genome individually (such as transcription factor binding sites; Methods). The elements appear in the same order as in the legend depicted below the bar plots. Every bar plot was obtained by computing CDTS with a different study population or subset of study populations. Unrelated are a subset of All. Unrelated EUR, AFR and ADMIX are a subset of unrelated. CDS, coding sequence; ncRNA, noncoding RNA; EUR, European; AFR, African; ADMIX, admixed population group.


Supplementary Figure 6 Comparison of CDTS between study populations.
a, The heat map compares the CDTS percentiles computed with two different study populations: unrelated EUR (nâ€‰=â€‰4,436) and unrelated AFR (nâ€‰=â€‰1,087). The counts are normalized by the size of the respective percentile slices. The intensity of the coloring reflects the number of normalized counts. Overall matched CDTS percentiles are particularly dense at both ends of the spectrum. b, The figure illustrates the R2 obtained through linear regression when comparing the CDTS percentiles of all study populations presented in Supplementary Fig.Â 5 (all, nâ€‰=â€‰11,257; unrelated, nâ€‰=â€‰7,794; unrelated AFR, nâ€‰=â€‰1,087; unrelated EUR, nâ€‰=â€‰4,436; unrelated ADMIX, nâ€‰=â€‰1,763; 1000 Genomes, nâ€‰=â€‰2,504). The linear regression for each comparison was computed with the percentile-slice-size-normalized counts, as depicted in a. There is strong agreement in genome domains that have high constraint across ancestries. However, we observed occasional differences among ancestry groups that will merit attention to separate technical noise (sequencing, alignment, limited data for some populations) from biologically relevant differences. One possibility is that recent population growth may have resulted in changes in the patterns of deleterious genetic variation and genome structure with consequences for fitness and disease architecture. Unrelated are a subset of All. Unrelated EUR, AFR and ADMIX are a subset of unrelated. EUR, European; AFR, African; ADMIX, admixed population group.


Supplementary Figure 7 Comparison of conserved regions assessed with CDTS and GERP.
a, Element family composition in the 1st-percentile regions of CDTS (the bar labeled as â€œCTDS 1stâ€�), GERP (â€œGERP 1stâ€�) and the overlap region of CDTS and GERP (â€œIntersectionâ€�). Boxes in the bar correspond to different element families. â€œOthersâ€� refers to ENCODE element families that did not cover a substantial part of the genome individually (such as transcription factor binding sites; Methods). The coloring of the boxes is in the same order as in the legend. b, Absolute length of the 1st-percentile regions of CDTS, GERP and the overlap region of CDTS and GERP. Bins without GERP score, due to insufficient multiple-species alignments in the region, were not considered in the ranking process. This explains the total length difference between the 1st-percentile regions of CDTS and GERP. c, Element family composition in the first ten percentile regions of CDTS (the bar labeled as â€œCTDS 1â€“10thâ€�), GERP (â€œGERP 1â€“10thâ€�) and the overlap region (â€œIntersectionâ€�). d, Absolute length of the first ten percentile regions of CDTS, GERP and the overlap region of CDTS and GERP. CDS, coding sequence; ncRNA, noncoding RNA; CDTS, context-dependent tolerance score; GERP, Genomic Evolutionary Rate Profiling.


Supplementary Figure 8 CDTS distribution near coding regions.
a, Mean CDTS values are depicted for a 15-kb window up- and downstream of first exons (nâ€‰=â€‰39,948 for â€œAll genes/isoformsâ€�, shown in purple; nâ€‰=â€‰9,176 for â€œEssential genes/isoformsâ€�, shown in red; Methods). The regional profile is distinct, indicating a general pattern of constraint around exons with more profound constrain around exons of essential genes. â€œAny annotationâ€� indicates any sequence surrounding the first exon. b,c, The apparent symmetry for regions up- and downstream of the first exons shown in a disappears when only regions annotated as promoters and introns (upstream and downstream, respectively, of the exons) are consideredâ€”in particular, in the immediate vicinity of the coding region (c). The asymmetric pattern supports the specific coordination between promoters and exons. d, The bar plots display the cumulative territory fraction covered by each element family upstream and downstream of the first exon (indicated on the x axis). As every protein-coding isoform was used to increase the power of the analysis, the annotation upstream/downstream of the first exon consists of a mixture of genomic elements. â€œOthersâ€� refers to ENCODE element families that did not cover a substantial part of the genome individually (such as transcription factor binding sites; Methods). The coloring of the boxes is in the same order as in the legend. e, Paired analysis of promoter:intron CDTS percentile. The upward signal indicates that the asymmetry in constrains surrounding the first exon is present in most genes/isoforms. f,g, GERP (f) and Eigen (g) mean percentile distributions in the vicinity of the first exon. The same set of exons were used as in aâ€“e. Shaded regions represent 95% CIs. CDTS, context-dependent tolerance score; GERP, Genomic Evolutionary Rate Profiling.


Supplementary Figure 9 Properties of topologically associating domains.
a, The plot depicts the cumulative distribution function of the mean CDTS values (in â‰¤10-kb windows) inside and outside TADs. TAD and non-TAD regions were divided into 10-kb windows (the overhang windows were discarded if smaller than 1 kb). The most constrained TAD windows are those identified by Hi-C as present in five or more cell types. TAD in at least one cell type versus no TAD: Kolmogorovâ€“Smirnov two-sided test, Pâ€‰=â€‰2.2â€‰Ã—â€‰10â€“16. The total number of windows per group was as follows: non-TAD (nâ€‰=â€‰19,999 covering 139 Mb), TAD â‰¥1 cell type (nâ€‰=â€‰331,471 covering 2.4 Gb), TAD â‰¥2 cell types (nâ€‰=â€‰134,486 covering 911 Mb), TAD â‰¥5 cell types (nâ€‰=â€‰4,558 covering 29 Mb). b, The plot depicts the cumulative distribution function of the mean CDTS values (in â‰¤10-kb windows) of anchor and loop regions within TADs. Anchor and loop regions were divided into 10-kb windows (the overhang windows were discarded if smaller than 1 kb). The anchor regions are consistently more constrained than the loops within the same TADs. Anchor in at least one cell type versus loop in at least one cell type: Kolmogorovâ€“Smirnov two-sided test, Pâ€‰=â€‰2.7â€‰Ã—â€‰10â€“14. The total number of windows per group is as follows: anchor â‰¥1 cell type (nâ€‰=â€‰2,954 covering 17â€‰Mb), anchor â‰¥2 cell types (nâ€‰=â€‰1,321 covering 7â€‰Mb), anchor â‰¥5 cell types (nâ€‰=â€‰38 covering 0.2â€‰Mb), loop â‰¥1 cell type (nâ€‰=â€‰271,356 covering 1.8â€‰Gb), loop â‰¥2 cell types (nâ€‰=â€‰117,581 covering 753â€‰Mb), loop â‰¥5 cell types (nâ€‰=â€‰4,020 covering 24â€‰Mb). TAD, topologically associating domain.


Supplementary Figure 10 The distribution of pathogenic variants.
a, The distribution of pathogenic variants across the different percentile slices is normalized by the size of protein-coding and noncoding regions in the respective percentile slices. The relative enrichment is calculated with regard to the 100th percentile. The total number of pathogenic variants was as follows: nâ€‰=â€‰120,608 protein-coding variants (dark blue) and nâ€‰=â€‰15,741 noncoding variants (orange), including nâ€‰=â€‰1,369 variants that are located more than 10 bp from a splice-site position (red) b, The distribution of noncoding pathogenic variants is depicted for CDTS (pink) and GERP (green). GERP as expected best captured the larger set of variants (nâ€‰=â€‰15,741) that mostly consisted of splice-site variants. c, Outside of the exon boundaries (>10â€‰bp; nâ€‰=â€‰1,369) both methods are enriched for pathogenic noncoding variants at their lowest percentiles; however, the enrichment is more striking with the CDTS metric. GERP misclassifies variants at the least conserved regions. CDTS, context-dependent tolerance score; GERP, Genomic Evolutionary Rate Profiling; FC, fold change.
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